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PREFACE
This volume is intended as the proceedings of Sapporo Symposium on Partial
Differential Equations, held on August 4 through August 6 in 1999 at Faculty of
Science, Hokkaido University.
This is the 24th time of the symposium on Partial Differential Equations. The
symposium was founded by Professor Taira Shirota more than 20 years ago. It has
one of longest history among symposiums on partial differential equations in Japan.
It is our great honor that Professor Emeritus Taira Shirota, the founder of the
symposium, accepted our invitation and will deliver a lecture in this symposium. He
recently got a medal from Japanese Government for his contribution to mathematical
research and education. We take this opportunity to congratulate him as well as to
thank him for his contribution to this symposium.
We wish to dedicate this volume to Professors Rentaro Agemi and K6ji Kubota
for their large contribution to the organization of the symposium for many years.
Finally, we thank Springer-Verlag for permitting us to reproduce the first few
pages from the paper 'On the initial-boundary-value problem for the linearized equations of magenetohydrodynamics' by M. Ohno and T. Shirota, Arch. Rational Mech.
Anal., 144(1998), 259-299.

Y. Giga
T. Ozawa
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Viscosity solutions of 1st and 2nd order
Hamilton-J acobi-Belhnan equations
Martino Bardi
Dipartimento di Matematica P. e A.
Universita di Padova
via Belzoni, 7; 1-35131 Padova, Italy
e-mail: bardi@math.unipd.it
Abstract. The theory of viscosity solutions [CIL, BCESS] provides the appropriate framework for studying fully nonlinear scalar PDEs of the general
form

F(x,u,Du,D 2 u) =

°

that are degenerate elliptic in the following very weak sense

F(x, 1·, p, X)

:s; F(x, s, p, Y)

if 1·:S; s

and Y - X

:s; 0.

I will focus on the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (briefly, HJB) equations of the form
supCD'.u

D'.EA
where for each
coefficients

0',

= 0,

CD'. is a linear nondivergence form operator with Lipschitz

CD'.u:= -ai·(x)
J

(P'U
OXiOXj

O'U

+bf(x)- + cD'. (x)'u - r(x),
OXi

(1)

and the matrix aa. is nonnegative semidefinite for all x. These equations arise
in the Dynamic Programming approach to the optimal control of diffusion processes. If aD'. == 0 the PDE is of 1st order: this corresponds to the control of a
deterministic system [BCD]. Many results hold as well for the Isaacs' equations
sup inf Ca.'#u

a.EAi3EB

= 0,

where CD'.,i3 are operators of the form (1). These PDEs arise in the theory of
deterministic and stochastic differential games.
I will first recall the basic theory of viscosity solutions and the connection
of the HJB equations with control theory. Then I will present some more recent results on generalized solutions of the Dirichlet problem. In view of the
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degeneracy of equation the boundary conditions are not attained everywhere
and must be interpreted in a weak sense. I will describe two different ways of
doing this. One of them is related to the exit times of diffusion processes from
an open set, the other corresponds to the exit times from a closed set. In both
cases the resulting generalized viscosity solution is not continuous in general,
as one expects from its control-theoretic interpretation. Some results are joint
work with P. Goatin and H. Ishii.
[BCD] M. Bardi, 1. Capuzzo Dolcetta: Optimal control and viscosity solutions
of Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations, Birkhauser, Boston, 1997.
[BCESS] Bardi, M.; Crandall, M.G.; Evans, L.C.; Soner, H.M.; Souganidis, P.E.:
Viscosity solutions and applications. Edited by 1. Capuzzo Dolcetta and P.-L.
Lions. Lecture Notes in Mathematics, 1660. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1997.
[CIL] M.G. Crandall, H. Ishii, P.-L. Lions: User's guide to viscosity solutions of
second order partial differential equations, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 27 (1992),
1-67,

2
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ON PHASE INTERFACES IN THE VAN DER
WAALS-CAHN-HILLIARD THEORY
YOSHrnmO TONEGAWA

1. INTRODUCTION
In my talk I briefly discuss some background materials and relevant results of
the van der Waals-Cahn-Hilliard theory of phase transitions, and in the second half
present a recent joint work with John Hutchinson (Australian National University)
on general asymptotic behavior of critical points of the following energy functional
which plays an important role in the theory. Since I do not have time to discuss
the results in full, I describe the assumptions and statements of the results in this
manuscript. The functional in question is

Ef:(u) =

(1.1)

2

f elVul + W(u) ,
lu 2
e

where u : U C ~n -T ~ is the normalized density distribution of a two-phase fluid
and W is a W-shaped potential with strict local minima at ±1. Such functional
is derived via a mean field approximation in statistical mechanics to explain the
macroscopic existence of 'surface tension' down from the intermolecular forces of
the large number of particles ([21]). Very much related is the phase transitions in
the context of the Ising model of ferromagnet, even though we do not deal with the
phenomenon of 'phase transitions' in the usual sense in statistical mechanics. Our
focus is, in a sense, within the domain of subcritical temperature with short range
intermolecular forces.
Critical points of the functional (1.1) satisfy
eAu = e-1W'(U) - A,

(1.2)

where A is the Lagrange multiplier associated with a global volume constraint of the
form
= m. Here, e may be seen as the 'thickness' of the interface region, and
one is interested in the geometric properties of the interface regions when e is small.
Thus we ask ourselves: what do we know, when given a sequence of solutions to
(1.2), about its limit as e goes to zero? How does that converge? What is the 'worst
thing' to happen to the limit? For example, is it possible to have a configuration
where lots of 'bubbles' of little interfaces are all over the domain? Can interface be
smeared out?
For absolutely energy minimizing solutions with such a volume constraint, Modica [13] and Sternberg [18] used the technique of r -convergence [5] to show that (on
passing to a subsequence) the limit of minimizers of (1.1) as e -T 0 is a function
with value ±1 almost everywhere and with area minimizing interface in the appropriate class of competing functions. In particular, there is a known theory which
deals with such questions as the regularity of the interface, and one concludes that
the interface is a regular constant mean curvature hypersurface away from a closed
singular set of codimension at least 7. There have been works by many authors
on various generalizations and related problems in this direction, see for example
~, 7, 11, 14, 15, 19,2~.

Iu u

1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary: 49Q20; Secondary: 35J60, 80A22, 82B26.
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The focus of our present results is on general critical points which may not be
absolutely energy minimizing. A good understanding of such solutions is important
in the study of dynamical problems such as the Allen-Cahn equation [2]

W'(u)
Ut=.:lu--2
e

and the Cahn-Hilliard equation [4]

Ut =.:l (-e.:lu+

W~(U»)

in bounded domains, since it has been observed numerically that the solution often
seems to undergo patterns similar to unstable equilibria before settling down to
a stable pattern. One also observes various metastable patterns from which the
interface typically moves extremely slowly, to the extent that the solution does not
move in the numerical simulations. From a purely mathematical point of view, one
can show the existence of unstable mountain-pass type solutions due to the nonconvexity of the functional (1.1), and it is interesting to know the asymptotic limit
of such solutions as e -+ 0 in this generality. On the other hand, r-convergence
techniques essentially rely on energy minimality of solutions and thus do not deal
with general non-minimizing (or even locally energy minimizing solutions).
Roughly speaking, for A = 0 and any solution of (1.2), we show that as e -+ 0
the interface converges in the Hausdorff distance sense to a generalized minimal
hypersurface. Moreover, the energy concentrates near the hypersurface and after
division by twice the surface energy constant (j = J~l JW(s)j2ds, the energy
density in the limit is an integer l£n-l a.e. on the hypersurface. This integer
multiplicity allows for ''folding'' of the interface as e -+ o. When A #= 0, we prove
that the hypersurface has locally constant mean curvature l£n-l a.e., determined
by A and the interface multiplicity. As a corollary, we show that the additional
assumption of local energy minimality implies no loss of energy in the limit, and
the limit interface is a locally area minimizing hypersurface of multiplicity one. To
describe our results in full, we state here some assumptions, notations and then our
main results.

2.

PRELIMINARIES AND RESULTS

2.1. Hypotheses and easy consequences. Except where stated otherwise we
take the following as the starting point. These are satisfied for all interesting
applications with some minor assumption on the growth of potential W at infinity
and etc. Note that we do not assume any energy minimality for the ui .
Assumptions.
A: The function W : 1m. -+ [0,00) is C3 and W(±l) = O. For some "'/ E (-1,1),
W' < 0 on (",/,1) and W' > 0 on (-1,,,,/). For some a E (0,1) and I\: > 0,
W"(x) ~ I\: for alllxl ~ a.
B: U C 1m.n is a bounded open set with Lipschitz boundary aU. A sequence of
C 3 (U) functions {uiH~l satisfies

(2.1)

eidui

= e;lW'(ui ) - Ai

on U. Here, liffij-+oo ei = 0, and we assume there exist co, Ao and Eo such
that supu luil :S co, JAil :S Ao and

eilVuij2

1
u

2

W(u i )

+-:SEo
ei

for all i.

-4-
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We next discuss a few immediate consequences of the assumptions. Let

~(s) =

1
8

JW(s)/2 ds,

and define new functions

for each i.
Since l'Vwil
that

= JW(ui )/21'Vui l, it follows by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
f

1u

l'VwiI5!

f

21u

ui 2
cil'V l
2

+ W(u

i
)

Ci

5 Eo.
2

We also have ~(-co) ::; wi ::; ~(co). By the compactness theorem for bounded
variation functions, there exists a subsequence also denoted by {wi} and an a.e.
pointwise limit woo, such that

Here, IDw oo I is the total variation of the vector-valued Radon measure Dw oo .
Let ~-1 be the inverse of ~ and define

Then ui -+ u oo a.e., and by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem

Also by Fatou's Lemma and the energy bound, we have

This shows that u oo = ±I a.e. on U, and the sets {U oo = ±I} have finite perimeter
in U, since

where we define
0"

=

11

JW(s)/2 ds,

-1

and where 118AII denotes the perimeter of A in the measure-theoretic sense (see [6]).
By the generalized GauB-Green theorem for sets of finite perimeter ([6, page
209]), there exists an (n - I)-rectifiable set MOO (the "reduced boundary") C
suppll8{u oo = I}II, and an ll n - 1 measurable unit vector function v oo defined on
MOO (pointing into {U oo = I}) such that

f
l{u==l}

divg = _

f

1M=

for any 9 E CJ(U).

-5-
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2.2. The associated varifolds. In this section we recall various definitions concerning varifolds and associate to each solution of (1.2) a varifold in a natural way.
We refer to [1, 17] for a comprehensive treatment of varifolds.
Let G( n, n -1) denote the Grassman manifold of unoriented (n - 1)-dimensional
planes in IRn. We also regard S E G(n, n - 1) as the orthogonal projection of IRn
onto S, and write S1 . S2
trace(SI . S2). We say V is an (n - I)-dimensional
varifold in U C IRn if V is a Radon measure on Gn-I(U) = U x G(n,n -1). Let
Vn - 1 (U) denote the set of all (n-I)-dimensional varifolds in U. Convergence in the
varifold sense means convergence in the usual sense of measures. For V E Vn _ 1 (U),
we let the weight IIVII be the Radon measure in U defined by •

=

IIVII(A) = V({ (x,S) I x

E A, S E G(n,n -I)})

for each Borel set A CU. If M is a (n - 1)-rectifiable subset of U we define
v(M) E Vn -1(U) by
v(M)(E) = ll n- 1 ({ x E U I (x, Tann - 1 (ll n - 1 lM,x)) E

En

for each Borel set E E Gn - 1 (U), where Tann - 1 (ll n - 1 lM,x) is the approximate
tangent plane to M at x and so exists for ll n - 1 a.e. x E M. We say V E Vn -1(U)
is an (n - I)-dimensional rectifiable varifold if there exist positive real numbers
{Ck}r=1 and (n - I)-rectifiable sets {Mdr=1 such that

k=1
The density or multiplicity function () for V is given by

O(x) = I:{Ck I x E Mk},
and then IIVII = 01l n - 1lM, where M = Uk Mk. If {Ck}r=1 may be taken to be
positive integers, we say V is an (n - I)-dimensional integral varifold.
For V E Vn - 1(U), we define the first variation of V by
b"V(g) =

J

Dg(x) ·SdV(x,S)

for any vector field g E CJ (U; IRn ), and we say V is stationary if b"V (g) = 0 for
all such g. We also denote the total variation of b"V by IIb"VIl. If IIb"VIl is a Radon
measure and is absolutely continuous with respect to IIVII on U, we define the
generalized mean curvature H(x) by
b"V(g)

=-

J

g. H

dl IV II ,

where H is defined IIVII a.e. on U.
Finally we remark that if I-' is a measure on U (e.g., IIVII or
by sUPPI-' we will always denote the support of I-' in U.

IIB{ U = 1}ID
OO

then

We associate to each function wi a varifold Vi defined naturally as follows ([10,
16]). By Sard's theorem, {wi = t} C U is a C 3 hypersurface for L1 almost all t.
Define Vi E Vn - 1 (U) by
Vi(A) = [ : v({wi = t})(A) dt

for each Borel set A C Gn - 1 (U). By the coarea formula ([6]), we have

1

00

IlVill(A) =

lln-l({wi = t} n A) dt =

-00

-6-
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for each Borel set A CU. One may interpret the varifold Vi as a weighted averaging
of the level sets of ui , which is concentrated around the transition region. The first
variation of Vi is given by (see [16, Section 2.1])

(2.2)

= L(divg-.f;

8Vi(g)

J,k-l

1;~ill;~ilgt)l'vwil

for each 9 E C;(UjJm,n).

2.3. Main results. With the above terminology and assumptions A and B, we
show the following.
Theorem 1. Let Vi be the varifold associated with u i (via wi) as in Sections 2.1
and 2.2. On passing to a subsequence we can assume

ui -+

'\ -+ .h oo ,

11.

00

a. e.,

Vi -+ V in the varifold sense.

Moreover,

(1) For each ¢ E Co(U),
IIVII(¢) = .Jim
1-+00

(2) suppll8{u

OO

j¢

= I}II

c

i2
eilV'u l = .lim

2

1-+00

j¢

i

W(u ) = .lim j¢lV'wil .
ei
'-+00

suppliVII, and {u i } converges locally uniformly to ±I

on U \ suppllVlI.
(3) For each U CC U andO < b < 1, {Iuil::; I-b}nU converges to unsuppllVll
in the Hausdorff distance sense.
(4) u-1V is an integral varifold. Moreover, the density 8(x) = uN(x) of V
satisfies
n 1
N()
{Odd ll - a.e. x E Moo,
even ll n - 1 a.e. x E suppllVll \ Moo,
x =
where MOO is the reduced boundary of {U OO = I}.
(5) The generalized mean curvature H of V is given by
n
H(x) _ { ~vOO(x) ll - 1 a.e. x E Moo,
0
1l. n - 1 a.e. x E suppliVIl \ Moo,
where V OO is the inward normal for MOO .

Heuristic interpretations may be given as follow. From (1), we see that in the
limit the energy is equally divided between the two terms of the energy functional
(1.1). Part (4) suggests that folding of the interface as e -+ 0 occurs locally as an
integer multiple of I-D traveling wave solutions, almost everywhere in the measuretheoretic sense. This can be seen more clearly in the proof of integrality in Section
5. Part (5) shows that whenever there is a cancellation of interface in the oriented
sense the mean curvature is zero there. More generally, if odd N -folding occurs,
the mean curvature decreases by that factor.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that MOO c suppll8{uOO = I}II. We
were not able to prove or disprove that 1l. n - 1 (supp!l8{u OO = I}I! \ MOO) = 0 in
general. This is due to the lack of a uniform lower density estimate for the measure
l!8{u OO = I}l! (as opposed to lIVID at ll n - 1 a.e. x in the closure of Moo. On the
other hand, if N(x) is odd ll n - 1 a.e. for x E suppllVlI, the result (4) shows that
ll n - 1 (suppllVll \ MOO)
0 and suppllVll
suppll8{u OO
I}I!. If N(x)
1 a.e.,
OO
then u-111V1l = 118{u
I}l1 and V has constant mean curvature on U by (4) and
(5). This last situation corresponds to "no energy loss", since

=
=

j IDwool ¢ = ull8{u

=

OO

=

= I}II(¢) = IIVII(¢) = 1-+00
.lim

-7-
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for all ¢ E Cc(U). The relation (5) between the Lagrange multiplier ..\00 (or chemical potential in the two-phase fluid model) and the mean curvature of the limit
interface, called the Gibbs-Thompson relation, was established by Luckhaus and
Modica in [12] in the case of no energy loss.
It is well-known that the support of a rectifiable varifold with bounded mean
curvature is locally a C1,OI graph on a relatively open dense subset 0 ([1]). Moreover, the multiplicity of V on 0 is locally constant, and hence the support has
locally constant mean curvature by (5). Thus 0 is in fact a Coo submanifold. On
the other hand, we do not know if1t n - 1 (suppIlVIl \ 0) 0 in general.
If N
1, 1t n - 1 a.e. on suppliVII, then the support is locally a Coo hypersuface
of constant mean curvature, except for a closed set of 1t n - 1 measure zero. Such a
situation occurs (away from the boundary) in the locally minimizing case discussed
in Theorem 2. First we need the following.

=

=

Definition. For fj cc U we say u E H1(U) is locally energy minimizing on fj for
E" if there exists a positive constant c such that E,,(u) ~ E,,(u) for all u E H1(U)
satisfying fu lu - ill < c and u - il = 0 on U \ fj. We may also (depending on the
problem) impose the additional volume constraint fu(u - it) = O.
Note that the definition is local in both the domain and the L1 norm, which
differs from the local minimality discussed in [11]. With this, we prove
Theorem 2. In addition to assumptions A and B, suppose {u i } are locally energy
minimizing on fj CC U for E"j (with or without volume constmint). Then N(z) =
1, 1t n - 1 a.e. on fj n suppllVIl. The set 8{u oo = I} on fj has constant mean
curvature ~voo and no energy loss occurs on f).
For absolutely energy minimizing solutions with a volume constraint, Modica
[13] and Sternberg [18] showed that 8{u oo = I} is an absolutely area minimizing
hypersurface with the given volume constraint. For this case, with the additional
Assumption A, Theorem 1.(3) gives a new result concerning convergence of the
interface in the Hausdorff distance sense. We also prove a version of the ModicaSternberg theorem for local minimizers, which was not known before.
Theorem 3. Suppose that W satisfies Assumption A and U is a bounded open set
with Lipschitz boundary. Suppose c > 0, ui E H1(U), 6i ~ 0, mE (-lUI, IUD and
Eo < 00 satisfy
1. fu ui = m and E,,;(ui ) ~ Eo for all i,
2. Ee;(ui ) ~ Eq(u) for all U E Hl(U) with fu lui - ill < c and fu il m.
Then the assumption B is satisfied. Moreover, with u oo as in Theorem 1, 8{ u oo =
I} minimizes area locally; i.e. for any satisfying il ±l .en a.e. on U, fu il m
and fu lu oo - ill < c (the same c in the assumption), we have

=

u

118{uoo

=

=

= l}JI(u) ~ 118{u = 1}1I(u)·

It is well-known that the support of a locally area minimizing perimeter is smooth
except for a closed set of dimension at most n - 8 [8, 9].
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1

Introduction

We study a sharp interface model for a three-phase boundary motion by surface diffusion
proposed by H. Garcke and A. Novick-Cohen [1]. Let n E R2 'be a bounded region. We
consider a situation that a ternary alloy system with three phases in a non-equilibrium
state is contained in n. These three phases are separated by evolving three interphase
boundaries ri(t) (i = 1,2,3) with a triple junction m(t) E n where t ;::: 0 denotes the time
variable. Here we set ret) = Ur=l ri(t). H. Garcke and A. Novick-Cohen [1] discussed a
formal singular limit in a Calm-Hilliard system with a concentration dependent mobility
to derive a sharp interphase model in the following;

(A) along interphase boundaries ri(t),
Vi = _Zi (Ti fb~s (: surface diffusion flow equation),
(B) at ri(t) nan,
(angle condition)
r i (t) -L an (: contact angle is
(no flux condition)
fbis = 0 ,
(C) at a triple junction met),
(angle condition)

L(rl(t), r2(t))
(Young's law)
(TI

= (}3,

(T2

'if /

2),

L(r2(t), r 3(t))

= (}l,

L(r3(t), rl(t))

= (}2,

(T3

=--=--

sin () I
sin (}2
sin (}3
(the balance of fluxes)
ZI(TIfbl = Z2(T2fb2 = Z3(T3fb3
s
S
S'
(continuity of the chemical potential)
(Tl fbI + (T2 fb2 + (T3 fb3 = 0,
with the initial condition
3

(D) reO) = ro :=

Ur~,

m(O)

= mo,

i=1

Here, Vi and fbi stand for the normal velocity and the curvature of ri(t) respectively, and
s denotes the arc-length parameter of ri(t). s runs from met), at which s = 0, to the
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point of interseCtion of fi(t) with an, at which s = L[fi(t)], where L[fi(t)] denotes the
total length offi(t). Vi(t,S) and K/(t,S) are computed to the direction of the unit normal
N i(t, s) to fi (t) at s. Moreover li, (Ji, and (]i are positive constants with ()l + ()2 + ()3 = 21r,
and L(fi(t), fi(t)) (i,j = 1,2,3, i =1= j) stands for the angle between fi(t) and fi(t). In [1]
H. Garcke and A. Novick-Cohen also studiedthe problem (A)-(D) to obtain both a local
existence result for foE C Ha (0 < a < 1) with a suitable compatibility condition and a
uniqueness result in a geometric sense.
In this talk, our goal is to obtain a global solution f(t) with triple junction m(t) of
the problem (A)-(D) for fo E C 3 with a suitable compatibility condition in a symmetric
framework and also to show its convergence to a stationary solution determined by the
initial data as t -;. 00. As far as we know this is a first contribution to global results for
the problem (A)-(D).

2

Symmetric framework

Let us explain our framework for the problem (A)-(D). Let n = {(x, y) E R2 ; -a <
x < 0, -b < y < b}, where a and b are positive constants large enough. We consider the
evolution such that f1(t) always stays a segment on x-axis, f2(t) and f3(t) are symmetric
with respect to the x- axis, and f3(t) is in {(x, y) En; y ~ O}. In addition, let () E (0, 1r /2),
and set ()1 = 2(), ()2 = ()3 = 1r - (). For simplicity we put (J2 = (J3 = 1 and II = l2 = l3 = l.
Then Young's law and the balance of fluxes condition are simplified to (J1 = 2 cos () and
,,;1 = ,,;2 = ,,;3, and by the symmetry the condition on the continuity of the chemical
potential is automatically fulfilled. Moreover we set
,:t[~] :== (-~, 0)

: triple junction,

3

A[u,~] :=

UAi[U,~],
i=l

Al[U,~] := {(x, 0) ; -a ~ x ~ -~},
A2[u,~] := {(x, -u(x)) ; -~::; x ::; O},
A3[u,~] := {(x,u(x)) ; -~::; x::; O}.

Then we define the following.

Definition 2.1 We say that a curve f belongs to So, if there are ~ E (0, a) and nonnegativefunctionu E C3[_~,0] withu(-~) = 0, ux(-~) = tan(), ux(O) = 0, andax(u xx (l+
u;)-3/2) = at x = -~, such that f = A[u,~] and m = ,:t[~].

°

°

Definition 2.2 Let A > 0 be a given constant. We say that a curve f belongs to CO,A, if
there are ~ E (0, a) and non-negative function u E H2( -~, 0) with u( -~) = 0, u x( -~) =
tan(), ux(O) = 0, and
u(x)dx == A such that f = A[u,~] and m = ,:t[~].

fO

-~
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Note that a curve in So or in CO,A is symmetric with respect to the x-axis. In view of the
structure of the evolution problem (A)-(D) it can be expected that if ro E So, then the
solution r(t) of (A)-(D) also belongs to So for all t > 0 as long as it exists. So we consider
the evolution problem (A)-(D) on So and set r(t) = A[u(t, .), ~(t)] with m(t) = J.l[~(t)] and
ro = A[uo, ~o] with mo = J.l[~o]. Then (u,~) is the unknown function to be looked for and
the equations (A)-(C) for t > 0 is reduced to

~~)1/2aX ((1+u:~)3/2))' -~(t) < x < 0,

Ut = -ax ((1 +
ux(t, -~(t)) = tan e,
ax

((1 +u:i )3/2) =

u(t, -~(t))

= 0,
at x = -~(t)

ux(t, 0)
0,

(2.1)
and 0,

= 0,

and the initial condition (D) is reduced to
~(O)

= ~o, u(O,x) = uo(x)

for - ~o < x <

o.

(2.2)

Thus our task is reduced to solve the problem (2.1)-(2.2).

3

Variational analysis for the energy

Let A> 0 satisfy

~O,A

< a where
~O,A

= TO,A sin e,
2A

TO ,A = ( e - sin e cos e

) 1/2

For such A, we also set

UO,A(X)

= -TO,ACOSe+(T~,A _X2)1/2, x E

[-~O,A'O]

Then, if we define

(3.1)
rO;A belongs to CO,A and it consists of one segment r~,A = A1[UO,A, ~O,A] on the x-axis and
two circular arcs r~,A = Ai [UO,A, ~O,A] (i = 2, 3), which are symmetric each other with
respect to the x-axis. rO,A is also the unique stationary solution of (2.1) such that the area
enclosed by r O,A, the x-axis, and the y-axis is equal to A. In addition, r O,A has another
important meaning. To explain this, as in [1], we introduce the associated energy E with
the problem (2.1) defined by

E[r] := (a -

~)cose +

1
0

-~

(1 +u;)1/2dx

Then we obtain the following theorem.
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for

r

=

A[u,~]

E

CO,A.

Theorem 3.1 The functional E
coincides with rO,A in {3.1}.

: CO,A

-7

R has a unique minimizer in CO,AI which

A similar argument can be valid for the length of r 3

L[r3] :=

= A3 [u, ~] ;

fO (1 + u;)1/2dx.
-e

That is, we get the following result.
Corollary 3.2 The functional L
minimizer rO,A defined by {3.1}.

: r3

H

L[r3] with r =

Ur=l r i E CO,A has a unique

Now we turn our attention to the solution r(t) ofthe problem (A)-(D) with the initial data
ro E C 3. Let A(t) be the area enclosed by r 3(t), the x-au'Cis, and the y-axis, and also let
Ao be the area enclosed by rg, the x-axis, and the y-axis. First we mention the energydecreasing and area- preserving properties found by H. Garcke and A. Novick-Cohen [1] in
the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3 (H. Garcke and A. Novick-Cohen [1])
There hold for t 2:: 0

A(t)

= Ao.

Then we have a priori estimate for E[r(t)] and L[r3(t)].
Proposition 3.4 There hold for t 2:: 0

E[rO,A] :::; E[r(t)] :::; E[ro],
L[r~,A] :::; L[r3(t)] :::; E[ro].

4

Global existence and convergence to the minimizer
of the energy

The purpose of this section is to obtain the global solution of (2.1) when the initial data ro
and the stationary solution r O,A o ' which is the minimizer of the energy E, are sufficiently
close to each other in some sense, and to derive that its global solution converges to rO,Ao
as t -7 00. To prove this, we shall first extend the result of H. Garcke and A. Novick-Cohen
[1]. That is, we show a local-time existence result of (2.1 )-(2.2) depending on the magnitude
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of fo E C2+Q (0 < a < 1). This expansion is useful to obtain an a priori estimate for the
solution r(t) of (2.1)-(2.2).
To derive the local existence result, we prepare the following.
We shall first obtain the ~'equation. Assume that (u,~) satisfies (2.1)-(2.2). Then we
differentiate the equation u(t, -~(t)) = O. Using the equations ux(t, -~(t)) = tanO and
ox( uxx /(1 + u;)3/2) = 0 at x = -~(t), we get
(4.1)
where C1(O) = 1/(I+tan2 (j)2tanO, C2 (0) = 3(1+5tan2 0)/(I+tan 2 0)4tanO. Conversely,
assume that (u,~) satisfies (2.1)-(2.2), which excludes the equation u(t, -~(t)) = 0, and
(4.1), and that the initial data uo satisfies uo( -~o) = O.Then the equation u(t, -~(t)) = 0
is obtained. Thus we use (4.1) with uo(-~o) = 0 instead of the equation u(t,-~(t)) = O.
In addition, we perform the transformation
x
r] = 1 + ~(t)'

v(t, r])

= u(t, -(1 -

r])~(t)),

carrying (2.1)-(2.2) into the form;

Vt = j(r],v.",Vrr("v.".".",v.".".".",~,~) for (t,r]) E (O,T) x (0,1),
v.,,(t, 0) = ~(t) tanO, v.,,(t, 1) = 0,
_ 3tanO
v~.,,(t, 0)
)_
v.".".,,(t,O ) 2 O·
~() , v.".".,,(t,1 - 0,
1 + tan
t
v(O, r]) = VO(17),

~(t) =

with

~(O) = ~o,

- C (0) v'T]"'''''T](t,O)
1
~4(t)

(4.2)

+ C (0) v~.,,(t,O)
2

~6(t)

where

j( r], v.", v'T]'T]' v'l]'I]'I]' v'l]'I]'I]'I] , ~,~)
.
1
10v." v."."
3( ~2 - 5v'T2)
] v'T3]'I] (1 - r])~v."
(e + v~)2 v"'''''1]''' + (~2 + v~)3 v."."." + (~2 + v~)4 ~
Here, we set I = [0,1]' RT = (0, T] x I, and R}
addition, we define the spaces as

= (6, T]

y~~] :=

c O,2+Q(ih) n C 1/ 2 ([0, T]; CQ(I))

(l)
Y(O,T]

{v

..-

E y(O)

[O,T]

n C 1,4+

Q

x I for any 6 E (0, T). In

(RT ).,

IIvlly(1) := IIvlly(o) + sup

O<6<T
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1

6

/

4

IIv'T]."."lIco.<>(R6)
T

for a E (0,1). Here the spaces C f3 ([tl,t21;D), CO,k+ f3 ([tl,t21
1,2,· .. ; 0 < (3 < 1) used here are defined in [2] and [3].
Then, we obtain the following theorem.

X

I), C1,k+f3([tI,t21

X

I) (k

=

Theorem 4.1 (Local existence) Let us assume that vo E C2+a:(I) and that vo satisfies
110(0) = 0, vo:z:(O) = ~o tanB, vo x (l) = O. Then, there exists aT = T(~o, 1/livollc2+<>(I)) such
that the problem (4.2) with ~(O) = ~o has a unique solution (v,~) E yg~] X Y(5;T]'
,
Remark 4.2 Existence time T obtained by 4.1 increases with ~o and 1/llvollcH<>(I)' So, if
we choose (~(to), v(to, .)) (where to > 0) as the initial data, existence time T is a increases
with ~(to), 1/llv(to, ·)llc2+<>(I). Thus, as long as there exist constants VI, V2 such that
0<

VI

~ ~(to),

Ilv(to, ')llc2+<>(I) ~

V2

< 00,

existence time T is bigger than to. That is,

Moreover we get the further regularity result.
Theorem 4.3 Let (v,~) be the solution obtained from 4.1. Then,
(v,~)

E C 1,6+a:((0, T]

X

J)

X

C1+(2+a:)/4(0, T].

Next we shall derive a priori estimate for ~(t) and I\v(t, ·)llc2+<>(I). For simplicity we set
11,

Fix 61

=

11·112

11,3,

= II ·1IL2(f (t)).
3

> 0 so small so that 1 - B/ tan B - 61 > 0 and let us define
H[d,.xl = 2(1 - _B_ - 61 )
tanB

-

3d3 .x 2

-

Then we obtain
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d 3/ 2 (5B

+ _2_.x)
tanB

£

d.x
or,

> 0.

where Ce,Ao = C(bl)04L[r~,Ao]-4.
To make the statement precise, we put

P6

:=

lIK;o,sll~ + Ce,Ao(E[r o] - E[re,A o])'

Then we say that ro and re,A o are close to each other if H[E[ro], Po}
Here we assume the following conditions on initial data r 0 ;

> O.

E[ro] > E[re,Ao], H[E[ro],po] > 0,
(4.4)

3 ] sin
0 1 [ ]5/2
0+ E [ro ]3/2 Po < 11" / 2, L [re,A
o 0 - 2E ro Po> O.

By virtue of the inequality (4.3), we obtain a.priori estimates for e(t) and Ilv(t, ')lIc2+"'(I)'

Proposition 4.4
(i) There holds for t

~

0

1 [5/2
)
[ ] sin 0
3 sin 0
L [re,Ao]-O- - 2E ro] Po:::; e(t :::; E ro -0-

1 [ ]5/2
+ 2E
ro Po·

(ii) Let a E (0,1/2]. Then we have

IIv(t, ')lIc2+"'(1) :::; No

for t ~ 0,

where No > 0 is a constant depending only on ro through Po, A o, and E[ro].

Remark 4.5 Owing to the third assumption in (4.4), r 3 (t) is prevented from a graphbreaking. Moreover, owing to the fourth assumption in (4.4), it is assured that e(t) > 0 for
t ~ O.
Consequently, by virtue of Remark 4.2 and Proposition 4.4, one can always solve the
problem (4.2) with e(O) = eo on the time intervals [0, To], [To,2To], [2To,3To], "', for a
To > 0 which is determined only on roo So we arrive at the following global existence
result.

Theorem 4.6 Let a E (0,1/2] and assume (4.4). Then the problem (4·2) with e(O)
have a unique global solution (v, e) E

yM;oo) xyg;oo)'

Then we obtain the following theorem concerning the convergence as t
solution of (2.1)-(2.2) obtained by Theorem 4.6.

-7

00

= eo

for the global

Theorem 4.7 Let r(t) be a solution obtained by Theorem 4.6 and let re,A o be the minimizer of the energy E obtained by Theorem 3.1. Then

r(t)

-7

re,A o as t
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-7

00.

In

addition~

we get the following result.

Theorem 4.8 Let r(t) be a sohttion obtained by Theorem
mizer of the energy E obtained by Theorem 3.1. Then
E[r(t)]
L[r3(t)]

-+
-+

4.6

E[re,Ao]

as t

-+ 00,

L[r~,Ao]

as t

-+ 00.

and let re,Ao be the mini-
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§1. Introduction
Consider the Cauchy problem for the simplest Hamilton-Jacobi equation, namely,

(}u/at + f(a·u/ax)
u(O,x)

= 4>(x)

0 in V
on

{t

def

{t > 0, x ERn},

= 0, x ERn}.

(1)

(2)

Here, the notation a/ax denotes the gradient (a/aXI, ... ,a/ax n ). Let Lip(V) def
Lip(V) n C(V), where Lip(V) is the set of all locally Lipschitz continuous functions
u = u( t, x) defined on V. In this note, a function u = u(t, x) in Lip(V) will be called
a global solution ofthe Cauchy problem (1 )-(2) if it satisfies (1) almost everywhere in
V and if u(O, x) = 4>( x) for all x E Rn. A global solution of (1 )-(2) is given by explicit
formulas of Hopf [see Hopf, E., Generalized solutions of nonlinear equations of firstorder, J. Math. Meeh. 14 (1965), 951-973] in the following two cases: (a) f = f(p)
convex (or concave) and 4> = 4>(x) largely arbitrary; and (b) 4>
4>(x) convex (or
concave) and J = J(p) largely arbitrary. It is unlikely that such restrictions, either
on J = f (p) or on 4> = 4>( x ), are really vitaL A relevant solution is expected to
exist under much wider assumptions. According to Hopf, that he has been unable
to get further is doubtless due to a limitation in his approach: he uses the Legendre
transformation globally, and this global theory has been carried through only in
the case of convex (or concave) functions [Fenchel's theory of conjugate convex (or
concave) functions].
In the present note, we propose to examine a class of eoncave-eon'uex functions
as a more general framework where the discussion of the global Legendre transformation: still makes sense. A Hopf-type formula for non-concave, non-convex
Hamilton-Jacobi equations can thereby be considered.
We shall often suppose that n def ni + n2 and that the variables x, p E Rn are
separated into two as x def (Xl, XII), P def (pi, pll) with Xl, p' E Rn 1 , XII, pIT E Rnz.
*Supported by the JSPS Postdoctoral Fellowship for Foreign Researchers in Japan.
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2

A HOPF-TY'PE FORMULA FOR GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

Accordingly, the zero-vector in Rn will be 0 = (0',0"), where 0' and 0" stand for
the zero-vectors in Rn t and Rn 2 , respectively.
Recall that a function f = f(p',p") is called concave-convex if it is a concave
function of p' E Rnt for each p" E R n 2 and a convex function of p" E R n 2 for each
p' E Rnl.

§2. Conjugate concave-convex functions
We use 1.1 and (.,.) to denote the Euclidean norm and scalar product, respectively,
in Rn. (It will cause no confusion if we use the same· notation for the corresponding
ones in .Rnl or Rn2.) Let f = f(p) be a differentiable real-valued function on
an open nonempty subset A of Rn. The Legendre conjugate of the pair (A, 1) is
defined to be the pair (B, g), where B is the image of A under the gradient mapping
z = 8f(p)/8p, and 9 = g(z) is the function on B given by the formula

g(z) def (z, (8f /8p)-1(z») - f((8f /8p)-1(z».
It is not actually necessary to have z = 8.f(p)/8p one-to-one on A in order that
9 = g(z) be well-defined (i.e., single-valued). It suffices if

whenever 8f(pl )/8p = 8f(p2)/8p = z. Then the value g(z) can be obtained
unambiguously from the formula by replacing the set (8f /8p)-1(z) by any of the
vectors it contains.
Passing from (A, f) to the Legendre conjugate (B, g), if the latter is well-defined,
is called the Legendre transformation. The important role played by the Legendre
transformation in the classical local theory of nonlinear equations of first-order is
well-known. The global Legendre transformation has been studied extensively for
convex functions. In the case where f = f(p) and A are convex, we can extend
f = f(p) to be a lower semicontinuous convex function on all of Rn with A as
the interior of its effective domain. If this extended f = f(p) is proper, then the
Legendre conjugate (B, g) of (A, 1) is well-defined. Moreover, B is a subset of
domf* (namely the range of 81/8p), and 9 = g(z) is the restriction of the Fenchel
conjugate f* = f* (z) to B.
All concave-convex functions f = f(p' ,p") under our consideration are assumed
to be finite and to satisfy the following two "growth conditions."
lim
Iplll->+oo
lim

Ip'I->+oc

f(p', p")
Ip"l
f(p', p")

Ip'l

+00

for each p' E Rnl.

(3)

-00

for each p" E Rn2.

(4)
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3

f*2(p'.ZIl) [resp. f*1 = f*1(Z',p")] be. for ea.ch fixed p' E Rn1 [resp.
pll E Rn2], the Fenchel c.onjuga.te of a given p"-convex lresp. pl-c.onc.a:\re] function
f = f(p',p")· In other words,
Let f*2

=

(5)
[resp. J*l(Z',p")
.
.

def

inf {(z',p') - f(p',p")}]

p' ElF:"l

..

(6)

for (p',Z") E Rn.1 XR1l2 (resp. (z',p") E Rn.1 x R71 2 J. If J = f(p',p") is concaveconvex, t.hen the definition (5) [resp. (6)] ac.tually implies the convexity [resp.
concavity] of f*2 = f*2(pl,Z") [resp. f*1 = f*1(ZI,p")] not only in the variable
Zll E Rn2 [resp. Zl E Rn 1 J but also in the whole variable (pi, zit) E R n1 x R n2 [resp.
(Z',p") E Rnl x Rn2]. Moreover, under the condition (3) [resp. (4)], the finiteness
of f = f(p', p") dearly yields that of f*2 = f*2 (p', Zll) [resp. f*l = f*1 (.z.1 ,p")] with

.
f*2 (p', z")
lim
= +00
Iz"I--->+oo
Iz"l

.
f*1 (z', p")
11m
Iz 'I
= -00]
Izll--->+oo

[resp.

locally uniformly in p' E Rnl [resp. p" ERn:'].
If (4) [resp. (3)] is satisfied, then (5) [resp.(6)] gives

f*2(p',Z")

as

Ip'l-+ +00

(7)

J*1 (z', p") < _ J(O', p") -'- -00
!p'l I Ip" I --,-

a.s

Ip"l -+ +00]

(8)

!p'!

[resp.

f(p',O")

-+ +00

-~-;---'-

>-

-

Ip'l

uniformly in Zll E R n 2 [resp. z' E Rnl].
l
Now let f = 'f(p',p")
.
. be a concave-convex function on Rn x Rn2. Besides
"partial conjugates" f*2 = f*2 (p', z") and f*l = f*1 (z', pll), we shan consider the
following two "total conjugates" of J = f(p' ,pit). The first one, which we denote
by f* = 1* (z', Zll), is defined as the Fenchel conjugate of the concave function
Rn1 :1 p' 1-+ _f*2(p',Z"); more precisely,

T (Z', Zl/) def

inf {(Z' ,p')

pI ElRn1

+ f*2 (p', Zll)}

(9)

for each (z', z") E Rnl x Rn2. The second, [* = f*(ZI, z"), is defined as the Fenchel
.
t·e 0 f the convex ITmc t'.lOn R.n 2 :1 P11 1-+ - f*l ('
conJuga
Z ,p").'
,I.e.,

J*(z',z")
-

def

sup {(Z",p")
p"ElR"2
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+ f*l(ZI,p")}

(10)
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for (z', z") E Rnl x R n 2. By (5)-(6) and (9)-(10), we have

= pI inf
sup
Effi:nl p" Effi: n

1*(z',z")

f*(z',/')=

-

sup

+ (Z",pll) -

f(p',p")},

(11)

inf {(z',p')+(z",p")-f(p',pll)}.

(12)

{(z',p')
2

pllElRn2 pI Effitnl

T

Therefore,
= 1*(z',z") and f* = f*(z',z") will usually be called the 'Il.pper
and lower con.iugates, respectivelY, of
f(p', p"). [Of course, (11)-(12) imply
1
f*(z',z") 2: f*(z',z").] For any z' E Rn , the function

T

Rnl x R n 2 :3 (p', z")
IS

H

h(p', z")

def

(z' ,p')

+ f*2(p', zIt)

convex. Thus (9) shows that f* = f* (z' , z") as a function of zIt is the image

Rn2

:3

z"

H

(Ah)( zIt)

def

inf{ h(p', z") : A(p', z") = z"}

of h = h(p', z") under the (linear) projection Rn 1 XRn 2 :3 (p', Zll) H A(p', z") def Z".
-*
-*
It fo11O\vs that.f = f (z', Zll) is convex in Zll E Rn2. On the other hand, by
definition, 1* = f* (z' , z") is necessarily concave in z, E Rn1. This upper conjugate
is hence a concave-convex function on Rnl x Rn2. The same conclusion may dually
be drawn for the lower conjugate f* = f*(z', z").
We have previously seen that if th; concave-convex function .f = f(p',p") is
finite on the whole Rnl x R n 2 and satisfies (3)-(4), its partial conjugates f*2 =
f*2 (p', z") and f*l = f*l (z', p") must both be finite with (7)-(8) holding. Therefore,
1* = J* (z, , z") and f* f* ( z, , z") are then also finite; and hence it is known that
they coincide [for this see Corollary 37.1.2 in Rockafellar, R.T., Convex analysis,
Princeton Univ. Press, 1970]. In this situation, the conjugate
f* = f*(z',z") defl*(z',z") = f*(z',z")

(13)

of f = f(p' ,pIt) will simultaneously has the properties:
.
f*(Z',ZIl)
=
Iz"I->+=
Izlll
.
f*(z', z")
hm
=
Izll->+=
Iz'l
hm

+00

for each z' E R n \

(3*)

-00

for each Zll E Rn2.

(4*)

A finite concave-convex function f = f(p' ,p") on Rnl x R n 2 is said to be strict
if its concavity in p' E Rnl and convexity in p" E R n 2 are both strict. It will then
also be called a strictly concave-convex j'lmction on Rnl x Rn2. We use the following
technical preparations:
Lemlna. Let f = f(p', pll) be a strictly concave-convex function on Rnl X R n 2

with (3) [resp. (4)] holding. Then its partial conjugate f*2 = f*2(p', Zll) [resp.
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5

f*l = f*l(/,p")] defined by (5) [resp. (6)] is strictly convex [resp. concave] in p' E
[resp. p" E Rn2] and e7Jery'Where differentia,ble in Zll E R7l2 [resp. Zl E R7l1].
Besides that, the gradient mapping R7l1 X Rn 2 :1 (p',Z") f-7 8f*2(p',Z")/8z" [resp.
R7l1 X R7l2 :1 (z', p") f-7 8 f*l (z' ,p") /8z ' ] is continuous and sati4ies the identity
R7l1

f*2 (p', z")

= (z", 8 f*2 (p', z") /8z") -

[resp. f*l(ZI,p") - (z', 8f*1(Z' ,p")/8z')

f (p', 8 f*2 (p', z") /8z")
f( 8f*1 (z' ,p")/8z' ,p")].

Proposition. Let f = f(p' ,p") be a strictly concave-convex function on R7l1 X R n2
with both (3) a,nd (4) holding. Then its conj1/.gate f* = f*(z', Zll) defined by (9)-(13)
is also a concave-convex function satisfying (3*)-(4*). Moreover, f* = f*(Zl, z") is
e1JeryuJhere contin71,o'lJ.sly dijJerentia,bZe with

f

*(' " ) - / ' 8 *(,
.f z, z = \ z '8z' z, z

II)) + /"
8 f *(, II)) f(8 f *(, ") 8 f *(, II))
\ z '8z" z, z 8z' z, z '8z" z, z
.

§3. A Hopf-type formula
We now consider the Cauchy problem

Bu/Bt + f(Bu/Bx) =

°

u(O,x)=cp(x)

V

111

def

{t > 0,

;J;

=

(x', x") E

Rnl

x R n2},

{t=O, x=(x',;r;")ERnl x Rn2}.

on

(14)
(15)

An explicit global solution u = U(t,;1;) = u(t,x',x") of the problem will be found
under the following three standing hypotheses.

(I) The initial function cp = cp(x) = cp(x', x") is of class CO and the Hamiltonian
f = f(p) = f(p', pI') is strictly concave-convex on Rnl x R712 with (3)-(4) holding.
(II) The equality
sup

inf ((t, x, y)

y' ElR:n1 yll ElR: n 2

'

= yllinf
sup ((t, x, y)
ElR: n 2 y' ElR:nl
'

i.q ,qa,tisfied in V, where

((t, x, y)

def

cp(y)

+ t . .f*((x -

y)/t)

for (t, x) = (t, x', x") E D, y def (y', y") E Rnl X Rn2. Here, f*
denotes the conjugate defined by (9)-(13) of f = f(p', p").
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(16)

= f*(z) = f*(z', Zll)

6
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(III) To each bounded subset V of'D there corresponds a positive number N(V) so
that

sup ((t,x,w',w") <

mIll

sup ((t,x,w',y"),

w" Effi: n 2 w' EJR;n 1

w' Effi: n 1

w' Effi:" 1

w"Effi:"2

Iw"I:::;N(V)
max
inf n ((t,x,w',w") >
w"Effi:

inf ((t,x,y',W")

2

IW'I:::;N(V")

'Whenever (t,x) E V, y

def

(y',y") E

Rnl

x

R11-2

'With min{ly'l, ly"l}

> N(V).

The main result of this note reads as follows.
Theorem. Assume (I)-(III). Then the formula
ll(t,x)

def

sup

inf

y' Effi: n 1 y" Effi: n 2

((t,x,y) =

inf

sup ((t,x,y)

y" EJR; n 2 y' Effi: n 1

fo1'

(t,x) E'D

(17)

determines a global solution of the Cauchy problem (14)-(15).

Remark 1. Our hypotheses imply that a "saddle-point" (y', y") of the function
Rnl x R n 2 :3 y = (y',y") 1-+ ((t,x,y) by (16) [with respect to maximizing over Rnl
and minimizing over Rn2] exists. If f = f(p',pl1) has a special representation

with gl = gl (pI) and g2 = g2(P") convex, then one can use the "index of nonconvexity" and a classical minimax theorem to give sufficient conditions for (II)
to hold. [Concerning this question, see Bardi, M. and Faggian, S., Hopf-type estimates and formulas for non-convex non-concave Hamilton-Jacobi equations, SIAM
J. Math. Anal. 29 (1998), 1067-1086.]
Remark 2. If 1£1 = 0 or 1£2 = 0, the Hopf formulas for convex or concave Hamiltonians [see Hopf, E., Generalized solutions of nonlinear equations of first-order, J.
Math. Mech. 14 (1965), 951-973] will be obtained from (17).
Corollary. Under Hypotheses (I)-(II), suppose that
· . f cfo( x', x")
1Imln
>-00 locally uniformly in x' E
Ixlll->+oo Ix"l

limsup

Ix'I-;+oo

cfo(x' x")

"I "I
x

< +00 loca.lly nniformly in x"

Rnl,

E Rn2.

Then (17) determines a global solution of the Cauchy problem (14)-(15).
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Semilinear elliptic equations on a thin network-shaped domain

SATOSHI KOSUGI

Department of Mathematics Graduate School of Science
Hokkaido University

We consider the following semilinear elliptic equation in a thin network-shaped
domain

nco c

R7l with variable thickness (see Figure 1):

(1)

f

flu

l

8u
8v

+ feu)

= 0

0

nco,
on 8n(o

in

8n( 0 and f is a real valued
that n(o approaches a certain

where v denotes the unit outward normal vector on
~mooth

function on R. We consider a situation

geometric graph when ( tends to zero (see Figure 2). In this situation, we deal
with the asymptotic behavior of the solution of (1) as ( -+ O.

Figure 2

Figure 1

To simplify an argument, we consider a simple graph such that several line
segments meet one point, that is, let PieS) (0 ~ S ~ Ii, i = 1, ... , m) be the arcs
of the graph with PI(O) = ...

Pm(O) where Ii denotes the length of the arc and
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m is the number of the arcs. Let SiC (, s) be the intersection of Q( () and an n - 1
dimensional normal plane at Pi ( s) for s E ((, li). We assume an n - 1 dimensional
domain D i( s) = (-1 SiC (, s) is invariable when ( varies and let ai( s) be the volume
of Di(S).
We consider that the associated limit equation on the graph is

dUi) +!CUi)=O

1 d (
ai(s)ds (/,i(s)ds
U1

(2)

(0)

0~8~li,1~i~m,

= ... = um(O),

m

duo

i=1

ds

I: ai(O)-Z (0) =

0,

dUi (li) 0
1 S; i S; m.
ds
.
Our first purpose is to show that the solution of (1) converges uniformly to
a solution of (2) as (

--7

O.

This is proved if the solution of (1) is bounded

independently of (. Conversely, the following problem occurs naturally. Let a
solution of (2) be given. Can we show the existence of a solution of (1) which
approaches the solution of (2)? Our second purpose is to show that if the eigenvalue
problem of the linearized equation around the solution of (2) has no zero eigenvalue
then there exists a solution of (1) which approaches the solution of (2). These
results are stronger than the results of Kosugi [11] in the sense that the domain is
not necessarily required to bo constricted.
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Multiple positive solutions for semilinear elliptic equations *

Kazunaga Tanaka
Department of Mathematics, School of Science and Engineering, Waseda University, Japan

1. Introduction

In this talk, we study the following nonlinear elliptic problems:
-~u+ u

u(x)
{

a(x)uP

+ f(x)

>0

u(x) -+ 0

as Ixl-+

00,

In particular, we would like to consider the continuous dependence of solutions to the data
a(x), f(x), etc. For example, suppose that f(x) -+ 0 in a suitable function space, then we
would like to ask the following question:
"Does a solution u(x; f) of (*), converge to a solution u(x; 0) of the following

(*)0 as f -+ O?"
-~u + u

a(x)uP

u(x) > 0
{

u(x) -+ 0

as Ixl-+

00,

Such a question is important in various situations (not only for (*),). In general, it is a
very delicate problem and here we give some examples.
2. Results

In what follows, we assume
1

<p <

N+2

N _ 2

1<p<

if N 2: 3,

00

if N = 1,2

and

(AO) a(x)

E C(RN,R).

* Joint work with Shinji Adachi, Department of Mathematics, Waseda University, Japan
1
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(AI) a(x) > 0 for all x ERN.
(A2) a(x) -7 1 as Ixl -700.
(A3) There exist 8 > 0 and C

> 0 such that
a(x) 2::: 1 - Ce-(2+8)l x l

for all x ERN.
Under these assumptions, the existence of at least one positive solution of (*)0 is shown
by Bahri-Li [2] (See also [7, 3]).
Now we add a small non-negative inhomogeneous term i(x) 2::: o. We consider the
existence of positive solutions. This question is studied by [4,5,6,8] under the assumption:
(A4) a(x) 2::: 1 for all x E RN.
Their result is the following

Theorem 1 ([4, 5, 6, 8]). Assume (AO)-(A3) and (A4). Then there exists a constant
M > 0 such that if i 2::: 0,
solutions in HI (RN).

i :t 0 and IliIIH-l(RN)

::; M, then (*)/ has at least 2 positive

We can also observe that their solutions UI(X; j), U2(X; j) satisfy

UI(X; j) -70,

(1)

U2(X; j) -7 u*(x)

(2)

in HI(RN) as IliIIH-l(RN) -70, where u*(x) is a solution of (*)0.
Next we consider the case
(A5) a(x) E (0,1] for all x E RN and a(x)

:t l.

In this case, we have the following existence result.

Theorem 2 ([1]). Assume (AO)-(A3) and (A5). Then there exists a constant 80 > 0
such that if i 2::: 0,

i:t 0 and IliIIH-l(RN)

::; 80 then (*)/ has at least 4 positive solutions.

As to the behavior of our 4 solutions, we have

Theorem 3 ([1]). Let (fn):::=1 be a sequence of such that

Moreover let UI(X; in), U2(X; in), U3(X; in), U4(X; in) be solutions obtained in Theorem 2.
Then there exists a subsequence - still we denote by n - such that

(i) UI(X; in), U2(X; in) behave as in (1), (2).
2
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(ii) There exist 2 sequence (Yn), (zn) C RN such that

IYnl, IZnl-+ 00,
Ilu3(X; fn) - w(x - Yn)IIHl(RN) -+ 0,
II U4(X; fn) - w(x - Zn)IIHl(RN) -+ 0,
as n -+

00,

where w(x) is the unique positive radial solution of
- Llw + w = wP

In particular, N

1, we have Yn -+

00,

in R N

Zn -+

.

-00.

2. Radially symmetric case

As a special case, we study radially symmetric cases:
(R) a(x), f(x) are radially symmetric.
Theorem 4. Assume (R) and ar ::; 0, fr ::; 0 in addition to the assumptions to Theorem
1. Then any solution of (*), is radially symmetric and it tends to 0 if IlfllH-l (RN) -+ O.

In contrary, under the condition (A5), we have the following theorem as a special case our
Theorems 2 and 3.
Theorem 5. Assume (R) in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 2. For sufficiently

smallllfIIH-l(RN) (but not equal to 0), (*), has a positive solution, which is not radially
symmetric, and the conclusion of Theorem 3 holds.
Thus the shape of a(x) plays an important role for the continuous dependence of solutions
to f(x).
Proofs of the above theorems are variational and we find solutions of (*), as critical
points of the following functional

An idea from concentration-compactness arguments will be used to find critical points of

I(u).
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On Liouville theorem and application to
apriori estimates to scalarcurvature
equations
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Abstract
Let (sn, go) be the n-dimensional sphere of Rn+1 with the go induced
from the flat metric of Rn+1. For a given C 1 function K on sn, we want to
seek a metric g conformal to go such that K is the scalar curvature of the
4
new metric g. Write g = en· '/1,n-2 go for some suitable constant en > O. Then
'/1, satisfies

n(n - 2)

(1)

4

'/1,

+ K '/1,

n+2
11-2

= 0 on sn.

In this talk, we want to prove some estimates of '/1, in the region where K
This can be done by proving some Liouville-type theorems.

:s; o.

In Rn, we consider the equation
n+2

6.'/1,

(2)
{

'/1,

+ Q(X)'/1,n-2

> 0 in R

n

= 0 in Rn,

,

where Q is a C 1 homogeneous function of degree l >
satisfies the nondegenerate condition:

(3)

o.

Assume that Q

c11xl l - 1 :s; I V Q(x)1 :s; c21xl l - 1 for x E Rn\{o}.

Then we have the following theorem.

Theorem. Let Q be a C 1 homogenous function of degree l > 0 such that
(3) holds. Then equation (2) possesses no positive solutions in Rn.

1
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We should give a scatch of the proof of our Main Theorem and its application to apriori estimates.

2
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Global Solutions of Systems of Wave Equations
with Quadratic Nonlinearities

Kazuyoshi Yokoyama

Hokkaido Institute of Technology,
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Sapporo 006-8585, Japan

Let

Ci

> O(i

= 1,2) and set

oa

=

%xa(O:S; a :s; 3) where (xO,xl,x 2,X3 ) E R4. We

consider the Cauchy problem

i = Fi(U ou) in [0,00) X R 3 ,
{)2ui - c?l L.,J=l
"'~ a?u
J
'
{ ui(O,·) = cP, ooui(O,') = cgi
in R3 (i = 1,2),

°

(1)

R3. We set u = (u 1, u2),ou

where ui (i = 1,2) are real-valued unknown functions on [0,00)

X

= (ou!, ou2) and aui =

C (R3) (i = 1,2) and c is a

(oaui)O~a9' We assume that

Ii, gi

E

o

nonnegative small parameter.

In order to have a global solution for the Cauchy problem (1) for small initial data, we
need the nonlinear terms Fi(U, ou) (i = 1,2) to be small enough at the origin, as it is seen
typically in the problems 03u- I:r=l a;u =

lul P or 03u- I:r=lO;U = 10u1P .

In fact, they have

critical powers p = 1 + -/2, 2 respectively, and if p is smaller than or equal to the critical
power, the solutions usually blow up in finite time ([6],[11],[4],[7]).
We suppose that the nonlinear terms Fi(U, ou) (i = 1,2) are quadratic forms of (u, ou).
Since 03u -

I:r=l otu = 10uiP have the critical power p = 2, quadratic nonlinearities are the

critical nonlinearities for global existence of small solutions when nonlinear terms depend
only on ou. Though the nonlinearities are critical, if Fi( U, ou) are independent of u and
satisfy certain algebraic conditions which are often refered as the null conditions, we have a
1
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unique global solution for (1) provided c is sufficiently small ([2],[3],[8],[12]. See [1],[5] and
references cited there for two dimensinal case). Hence, even for critical nonlinearities there
are some good forms for which we have global solutions.

In this talk we consider the case where the nonlinear terms are quadratic and depend also
on u. As it was shown in the case where the nonlinear terms depend only on 8u, discrepancy
between the propagation speeds

CI, C2

make a good possibility of global existence. By [3],[9]

and [12], the Cauchy problem (1) for

FI(U,8u)

=

2

F (u,8u) =
has a global solution if Cl

-:f C2

2

3

i,j=l

OI,{3=O

2

3

i,j=l

OI,{3=O

L L

L L

B~{3801Ui8{3uj

D~{3801Ui8{3uj,

and

B~1 = 0, D!~ = 0

(a,,6 = 0, ... ,3).

So the question is whether the Cauchy problem (1) has a global solution even for the nonlinear
terms Fi (U, ou) containing u, if

-:f C2.

Cl

For quadratic forms

F 1 (u,ou)

=

F 2 (u,ou) =

2

3

i,j=l

01=0

2

3

L L
L L

A~uioOluj +

C:]uiOOlu

i,j=IOl=O

j

2

3

L L

i,j=l 01,(3=0
2

+L

3

L

B~{300lUi0(3uj

(2)

D~(300lUi0(3uj,

(3)

i,j=lOl,(3=O

we assume that

Aii = 0 Biia
01

,

011-'

= 0'

C ii = 0 Diia = 0 (i = 1,2,· a, fJfl = 0, ... ,3).
01

,

(4)

011-'

Then we have the following theorem.

Theorem. Let

Cl

-:f C2.

Assume (2)-(4). Then there exists a positive constant

cO

such that

the Cauchy problem (1) has a unique Coo global solution for arbitrary c provided 0 ::; c ::; co·

2
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this talk, we consider asymptotic behavior of solutions to the nonlinear KleinGordon equations (NLKG) and the nonlinear Schr6dinger equations (NLS):

I::lu + u+ lulPu = 0,
zu I::lu + lulPu 0,

ii, -

(NLKG),
(NLS) ,

(1)
(2)

where u
u(t, x) : ]R1+n -+ <c, p > 1 and f : <C -+ <C. For any function u(t, x),
denote by eq(u) the left hand side of the equation, denote by eqL(u) := eq(u) -lulPu
the linear (free) part, and
u:=

{(U, JI-I::l- Iu),
u,

(for NLKG)

(3)

(for NLS)

We have the following conservation law of the energy:

1

21u1P+1

l\7ul 2 + lul 2 + ---'---'---

E(u;O).
(4)
p+ 1
In this talk we deal with every solution with finite energy and investigate asymptotic behavior of the solutions by comparing with the solutions to the free equation
eqL(v) = O. Let u±(t, x) and v(t, x) satisfy eq(u±) eqL(v) = 0 and
E( U; t) :=

Rn

lim Ilv(t) - u±(t) II HI = O.

t-+±oo

(5)

Then the wave operators are given by the correspondences W± : v(O) H u±(O),
and the scattering operator is given by S = W.;IW_. Our main result is the asymptotic completeness of the wave operators, namely that they are well-defined as
homeomorphisms from HI into itself.
2. KNOWN RESULTS

First we mention the known results on the asymptotic completeness.
1. [6, 7, 11, 12] Let n :2: 3 and 4/n < p < 4/(n 2). Then we have the asymptotic
completeness for (NLKG) and (NLS) in the energy class HI.
2. [18] Let n :2: 3 and p = 4/(n - 2). Then we have the asymptotic completeness
for (NLKG) in the energy class.
3. [10,24,8] Let n E N, p:2: 8/( y'r:-(n-+-'2)'""'"2-+-8-n + n 2) and (n - 2)p < 4. Then
we have the asymptotic completeness for (NLS) in ~ := {<p E HI I x<p E L2}.
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3.

MAIN RESULT

Theorem 1. Let n E Nand (n - 2)p < 4 < np. Then we have the asymptotic
completeness for (NLKG) and (NLS) in the energy class.

The large data scattering of NLKG for n ::; 2 was one of the major open problems
in [22, pp. 247]. Here we consider a single power nonlinearity for simplicity, but our
proof can be applied to more general nonlinearity f (u) satisfying
:JF : lR

If(u)

~ lR s.t. f(u)

= 2F'(lul)

f(v)l::; Glu - v\(luI P1

I~I' F(O)

=

f(O) = 0,

+ Ivl P1 + lul P2 + IvI P2 ),

(6)

(7)

for some PI ::; P2 satisfying (n - 2)P2 < 4 < npI, and

G(u) :=

~(J(u)u)

o.

(8)

:JP3 > 2.

(9)

F(u)

~

In the preceding works, it was needed that

G(u) ~ Gmin(luI 2 , luI P3 ),

If we write F(lul) = V(lul)luI 2 , (8) is equivalent to V' ~ O. We remark that if
V(r) < 0 = V(O) for some r > 0, there exist standing wave solutions to (NLKG)
and (NLS) [2], so that the asymptotic completeness does not hold.
4. DIFFICULTIES IN LOW SPATIAL DIMENSIONS

There were two difficulties in proving the asymptotic completeness for n < 3.
The first problem was that we can not prove the Morawetz estimate, which has
been essentially the only a priori estimate for global space-time integral used to
prove the asymptotic completeness. The second problem is on the decay order t- n / 2
of the free evolution. For n ~ 3, it is integrable on (1, (0), so that we can show,
only by the boundedness of the solution, that the nonlinear interaction at a fixed
time has little influence on the behavior of the solution in the distant future or past.
Such an argument was essentially used in the preceding works, but it can not be
used if n < 3. We overcome the first difficulty by a new Morawetz type estimate
which holds in any spatial dimension and independent of the nonlinearity, so that
we can also improve the generality of the nonlinearity (regarding (8)). To avoid
the second difficulty, we employ a new idea inspired by Bourgain [5]. Separating
localized energy into rapidly decreasing free solutions, we can reduce the problem
to that for small energy data.
5. NEW MORAWETZ TYPE ESTIMATES

In this section, we deal with the equation with the general form of nonlinearity
eq(u)

+ f(u)

0,

(10)

to show how we can replace the assumption (9) with (8). Assume (6) and (7). The
Morawetz estimate is

If

GI(ul) dxdt::; GE(u),
JRl+n

X
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(11)

where u is any solution to (10) and n 2: 3. For n = 2, the following estimate can be
proved so far only from the main estimate (25) of asymptotic completeness.

If

Ilullq dxdt ::::; C(E(u)),

(12)

x

lHt1+2

for any q 2: 2 + 4/n. If n = 1, (11) is obviously false. Our estimate is

Lemma 2. Let n E N and assume (6), (7) and (8). Then, for any finite enrgy

solution u and p satisfying p 2: 2 + 4/n and (n - 2)(p

If

K

2)::::; 4, we have

t21ulP
() ()P/2
l(t,x)13 dxdt ::::; C p E u ,

(13)

where K = {(t,x) Ilxl < Itl} for (NLKG) and K = }RHn for (NLS).
Any Morawetz-type estimate or conservation law is based on some integral identity
derived by variations of the Lagrangian. We mention a general formula for such
identities. First we have to prepare some notation.

b) '=
(a,.

~(b)

a,

V = {(-Ot, V'x),

0 = (0 V')

x,

t,

(-i/2, V' x),

+ lV'ul 2 + lul 2 + F(u),
(iu, u) + lV'ul 2 + F(u),

{-IU I2

2R(u)

(for NLKG)
(for NLS)

ovR(u) := lim R(u + cv)

R(u) = (eq(u), v)

c

e-tO

(15)

(for NLKG)
(for NLS)

R(u) is the Lagrangian density associated to the equation eq (u)
operator V naturally appeares from the variation of R:

= O.

(14)

The differential

o. (Vu, v).

(16)

Using this identity, we can easily obtain the following formula.
(eq(u), h· Vu

+ qu)

=

-0' (Vu, h· Vu + qu)

+ (Vu, (oh)Vu)

+ v. (hR(U) + 1~12 Oq)

1~12 V· oq + (2q

-

V· h)R(u) + G(u)q,

(17)

Now let

(t, x)
h:= l(t,x)I'

V· h

q:=~--,

2

(18)

and integrate the real part of (17) over

K ._{{(t,X)llt l >I},
1·{(t,x) IItl 2 > Ixl 2 + I},

(forNLKG)
(for NLS) .

(

)

19

Then we have
2

(Vu, (o{3h)Vu) - lul ~v· oq + G(u)qdxdt ::::; CE(u).
Kl
2
Since q 2: 0, I~V· oql ::::; C/t3 , we obtain

If

If

Kl

ItV'u- X~OUI2 dxdt ::::; CE(u),
l(t,x)1
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(20)

(21)

which comes from the first term in (20). Such an estimate was first derived in [17,
Proposition 4.4] for (NLKG) with n 2: 3. Now we use the following Sobolev type
inequality.

Lemma 3. Let V : ~n -+ ~n and X : ~n -+~. Then for any u E HI (~n) and
p 2: 2 + 4/n satisfying (n - 2)(p - 2) S; 4, we have

rx

llRn

2 P
1ul dx S;

Cllull~-;2

where q = n(p - 2)/2 and C

rx

llR n

2
1Vu + iVul2dx

+ CIIVxllloollull~I'

(22)

> 0 depend only on nand p.

We can apply this inequality directly to (21) in the NLS case. In the NLKG case,
we apply it to the function V(T, x) := U(JT 2 + IxI 2,x) and use the boundedness
of the energy on the hyperboloids. Then we obtain the estimate on K 1 . Indeed,
the estimate on K \ K1is trivial from the Hardy inequality: IIlxl- tJ ull£2 S; CliuIIHI,
where 0 S; () S; 1 and () < n/2.
6. GLOBAL SPACE-TIME ESTIMATES AND ENERGY CONCENTRATION

For simplicity, in this section we consider (NLKG) for n < 3 and (NLS) for any n.
For (NLKG) with n 2: 3, we have to change the exponents of the space-time norms
below, though the arguments are essentially the same. The asymptotic completeness
ineans that at time infinity any free solution can be approximated by a nonlinear
solution and any nonlinear solution can be approximated by a free solution. That is
possible because the nonlinear interaction term loses its effect as It I tends to infinity,
since lui decays pointwise by the dispersion of wave. However, we can not expect
any uniform decay estimate for the solutions because our setting is invariant under
space-time translations and time inversion. Since the decay property of the solutions
comes from the finiteness of the energy, it is natural that the decay property is also
described in (space-time) integral forms. In fact, we know the Strichartz estimates,
for example
(23)
for any linear solution v, where p := 2 + 4/n, (J = 1/2 for (NLKG), (J = 1 for (NLS)
and B;,2 is the inhomogeneous Besov space (cf. [3]). Moreover, let w be the solution
for the linear inhomogeneous equation eqL(w) = -lvlPv and w(O)
o. We have
also by the Strichartz estimate and well-known power estimates,
IIwII Lt"'((S,T);HI ) S; IIv(S) 11~1IlvIIL~((S,T);B~,2(lRn)).

(24)

Since IlvIIL~((S,T);B~,2(lRn)) vanishes as S -+ 00 by (23), (24) means that the nonlinear
interaction loses its effect for linear solutions. It is easy to construct the wave operators by a fixed point argument using such estimates as (24). Thus, the asymptotic
completeness will immediately follow if we can prove that global space-time norms
such as (23) are finite also for the nonlinear solutions:
IluIlL~(lR;B~,2(lRn)) S; C(E(u)),

(25)

which can be derived by a standard argument from the following weaker estimate:

(26)
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where q := p(n
denote

+ 2)/2.

Thus, our objective hereafter is (26). From now on, we

(27)
Indeed, it is the hardest step to prove the global estimate for the nonlinear solutions
in the proof of asymptotic completeness, for we can not approximate the solution
by one free solution as in the construction of local solutions and wave operators or
as in the small data analysis. Of course we can divide the time axis into many intervals such that we can approximate the solution on each interval by a free solution.
But how can we get any asymptotic imformation from those many free solutions?
Bourgain [5] considered instead the space-time distribution of the energy density
of u on each time interval using a standard local approximation by free solutions.
More precisely, we have the following lemma essentially due to Bourgain (here the
situation is simpler because we are considering the sub critical case).

Lemma 4 (Bourgain). Let u be a nontrivial solution of (NLKG) or (NLS) with
E(u) = E < 00 and IluliI 7] < 00 for some interval I. There exists a constant 7]0
such that if 7] ::; 7]0 then we have a subinterval J c I, a point X E jRn and R > 0
such that for any t E J and s ~ 1 we have

r lul dx ~ C(E,7]) > 0,
J1x-x1<R
8

IJI > C(E,7]) > 0

(28)

and R < C(E, 7]).

Outline of proof. Let v be the free solution with the same data at the top of I. Then,
by the Strichartz estimate and the well-known power estimates we have

Ilull(K;I) ::; Ilvll(K;I) + Cllull(x;I)llvll(K;I) ::; CE + C7]P llull(K;I)'

(29)

From this, we have lIull(K;I) ::; CE if 7]0 is sufficiently small. By the interpolation
inequality and the Sobolev embedding, we have
7]

Ilull(x)::; Cllull~~rqllull({l) ::; C(E)llull~~rq,

(30)

where we denote (B) := LOO(B~-,":i2-e) with a constant c > 0 small enough for the
above interpolation to hold. Thus we obtain Ilull(B) > C(E, 7]), which means by the
definition of (B),
2N(1-n/2-e) I(rpN * u)(T, X)I > C{E, 7]),
(31)
for some -1 ::; NEZ, TEl and X E jRn, where {rpj}~-l C S(jRn) is a PaleyLittlewood partition of 6'(x) satisfing «Jj(x) = 2jn rpo(2 j x). On the other hand by the
Sobolev embedding we have
2N(1-n/2)lIrpN * u(t)IILoo ::; Cllu(t)IIHl ::; C(E),
(32)
so that N < C(E,7]). Moreover we have by the equation,

IlrpN * (u(t) -

u(T))IILoo ::; 2(Hn/2)Nllu(t) - u(T)IIH-l ::; C(E,7])lt

TI,

(33)

so that the estimate (31) remains valid for T E J with some interval J of length
> C(E,7]). Since IrpN(X) I is sufficiently small for Ixi > C2- N, we obtain the desired
result from (31).
0
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Now let I be a finite interval and let us estimate Ilull(x;I)' First we divide I into
subintervals {Ij}.f=1 such that Ilull(x;Ij) = .'fJo on each subinterval. Applying the
above lemma on each subinterval, we obtain IJjl > C(E), Xj E ]Rn and R < C(E)
such that for any t E Jj C I j and any 2 :::; s :::; q we have
(
lulsdx> v = v(E)
J1x-Xjl<R

> O.

(34)

Let T j := inf Jj , B j := {(Tj, x) Ilx-Xjl < R} and K j := {(t,x) It> T j , Ix-Xjl <
Mlt-Tj l+3R}, where M = 1 for (NLKG) and we can choose M = C(E) sufficiently
large for (NLS) such that the loss of the L2 norm inside K j is at most v /2. We can
choose P C {1, ... ,N} such that
(i). k,j E P, k =1= j ~ B j ct. K k •
(ii). Vj, 3k E P, B j C K k .
From (i) and the energy propagation estimate, we have E 2: # Pv /2, so that # P <
C(E). Using (ii) and the Morawetz type estimate, we have

L (

q

t

C(E) >
lul dxdt>
vlJjl > C(E) 10gN
- kEPJKk It - Tkl
- j=1 It - TIl - maxj IIjl '

(35)

so that maxj IIjl 2: C(E) 10gN 2: C(E) log Ilull(x;I)' Now assume that Ilull(x;I) is
very large. Then, there exists a very long I j with lIull(x;Ij) = 'fJo fixed, which means
that the mean density in I j is very low. Nevertheless, we have (Tj, Xj) E I j x ]Rn,
where there exists certain amount of energy v > C(E) in a fixed radius R < C(E).
Thus in this interval there exist two waves whose scales are very different from
each other. The smaller one comes from the energy localized around Xj at t = 7j.
Now we seek the larger one which spreads very thinly around the smaller one.
To this end, we divide I j =: (8, T) into further subintervals. We suppose that
T j :::; (8 T)/2. Otherwise the time direction should be reversed in the following
argument. Let A > 1, 8 k := T j R+ (MA)kR, H k := (8k,8k+1)' Let A E Nand
assume that for k :::; 3A we have 8 k E I j . Then, there exists some k· < 3A such
that Ilull(x;Hk) :::; 'fJo/AI/q and Ilull(K;Hk) :::; C(E)/AI/p. By the energy propagation
estimate we have

(
J1x-Xjl<RI

e( u; 8 k )dx 2: v /2,

(36)

where e(u; t) denotes the energy density and R' := R+ M(8k - T j ) :::; M(MA)k R :::;
IHkl/(A - 1). Thus, for any c > 0, there exists N = N(E, c) such that if Ilull(x;I) >
N then we have a subinterval J = (8, T) C I, X E ]Rn and R > 0 such that
Ilull(x;J) + Ilull(K;J) < c, R < clJI and ~X-XI<R e(u; 8)dx 2: v/2. If c is sufficiently
small depending on v,E, we may assume that Ilu/(x)ll£2 ~ y'V. Then, we can
separate the energy around (8, X) by a free solution v such that
E(v; 8) :::; Cv,

E(u - v; 8) :::; E - v/3,

diamsuppv(8):::; CR.

(37)

Using the support property of v(8) and the decay estimate for the free evolution,
we have for t > T,
IIv(t)IIB;;'~23 :::; CIJI-n/21Iv(8)IIBl,~ :::; C(R/IJl)n/21Iv(8)IIHl :::; Ccn/ 2y'V.
(38)
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Q

Interpolating with the Strichartz estimate, we obtain IIvll(x;(T,oo)) :::; C(E)c where
a is a positive constant. By the energy identity, if c < y'v we have E( u - Vj T) :::;
E(u - Vj S) + C(E)V1+P/2. We may assume without loss of generality that v(E) is
so small that C(E)V1+ p /2 < v/12. Thus we obtain E(u - Vi T) < E v/4. Then we
can reduce the energy level by the following perturbation lemma essentially due to
Bourgain.
,

Lemma 5 (Bourgain). Let eq(u) eq(w) eqL(v) = 0 and u(O) = v(O) + w(O).
Let E(u), E(w) :::; E and Ilwll(x;(o,oo)) < M. Then there exists c = c(E, M) > 0 such
that if IIvlI(x;(o,oo)) < c, we have lIull(x;(o,oo)) < C(E, M).
Now we prove the global estimate (26). It is well-known for solutions with sufficiently small energy. We use induction on the energy E. Suppose that for any
solution u with E(u) :::; E-v(E)/4 we have lIull(x;R) < M. Let u be a solution with
E(u) :::; E. Take 7 < 7' such that lIull(X;(-oo,r)) = lIull(X;(r,rl))
lIull(X;(r',oo))' By
the above argument, there exists N
N(E, M) such that if lIull(X;(r,r')) > N then
we have some T E (7,7') and a free solution v satisfying E( u - Vi T) < E - v / 4 and
IIvlI(x;(T,oo)) < c(E, M) orllvlI(x;(-oo,T)) < c (in the case where Tj is in the later half
of I j ). Then, by the above lemma, we obtain C(E, M) > lIull(x;(T,oo)) > lIull(X;(r',oo))
or C(E, M) > lIull((X;(-oo,r))' Thus we obtain lIull(x;R) :::; 3 max(N(E, M), C(E, M))
for any solution u with E(u) :::; E. Since it is obvious that we can take vlE) depending continuously on E, by induction we obtain the desired estimate (26).
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INVISCID LIMIT OF COMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS

TAKU YANAGISAWA

Department of Mathematics, Nara Women's University

This talk will present results obtained jointly by Zhouping Xin concerning asymptotic limiting
behavior of solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations of 2-D isentropic compressible fluids, for small
viscosity in the presence of boundaries. vVe mainly consider the linearized problem, in which
the flow is linearized around an Euler solution. After constructing an· approximate solution of the
linearized problem by means of the asymptotic analysis with multiple scales, we show the pointwise
estimates of the error term of the approximate solution by using the technique on energy methods.
These estimates readily yield the uniform stability results for the linearized Navier-Stokes solution
in the zero viscosity limit. The short time stability of viscous boundary layers of nonlinear NavierStokes solutions might be also discussed. The crlL",{ of such zero viscosity limit problems lies in the
analysis on well-posedness (or ill-posedness) of the Prandtl solution which describes the motion of
fluids in boundary layers.
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1; Tabut

""rkd£:r
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1'1tJtu.-rrU. 0 HN 0

1. Introduction and results

''','e will consider the well-posedness of the initial boundary value problem for
the linea.rized equations of ideal MHD. The original system of equations takes
the following form.

pp(at
p(a,

( 1.1)

+ (u, \7»p + pdiv u =

0,

+ (u, \7»u = -\lp + f-Lo(\l x H)

at H - \7 x (u x H)
(at + (u, \7»5 = 0

= 0,

x H,
in [O,T] x

n.

The boundary condition is

(v, u) = 0

(1.2)

on [0, T] x

an.

The constraint conditions

(1.3)

(v, H) = 0

on [0, T] x

an,

(1.4)

divH = 0

in. [0, T] x

n

are also imposed. Here
and v

x E
If

n is

a bounded domain in R 3 , T is a positive constant

= v(x) = t(Vl,V2,V3) denotes the unit outward normal to the boundary at

an.

Pressure p = p(t,x), velocity u = u(t,x) = t(U1,U2,U3), magnetic field

= H(t.,x) = t(H 1 ,H2 ,H3) and entropy

5

=' s(t,x) are unknown functions.

We suppose that density p = p(p, 5) is a smooth known function of p
5

satisfying p

>

0 and

> 0, Pp = ap/ap > O. The magnetic permeability f-Lo is a positive

constant.
In order to employ a useful symmetrization of (1.1), we introduce the new
unknown vector valued function U = t(q,t u,t H, 5) in place oft(p,t u,t H, 5), where
q = p+

tlffl2

is the total pressure. We linearize the equations (1.1) about a real

vector valued function U where U = t(q,t u,t H, s) E C I+1([0, T] x IT) is a solution
of (1.1) which satisfies (1.2)-(1.4) with p

>

(I )
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0 in [0, T] x

n (IT = n u an).

Definition. The initial boundary value problem for the linearized equations
is said to be well posed in the Sobolev space HI(n), for an integer I ?: 1, if the
following conditions are satisfied:
For any initial data Uo E HI (0.) satisfying

an,

(1.5)

(v, Ho)= 0

on

(1.6)

divHo = 0

in 0.,

and the compatibility conditions of order 1-1 for the linearized equations and the
boundary condition (1.2), there exists a unique solution U E C([O, Ttl; Hlen) of
the linearized equations such that it satisfies (1.2), (1.3), (104) with T = Tl and
t.he estimate
IIU(t)IIHI(n) ~ CllUoIIH'(n)

(1.7)

holds for any t E [0, Td. Here C and
of Uo. (For
Let.

Tl(~

T) are positive constants independent

atu, see, e.g., R. Temam [15], ch 11.3.)

an E CI+3,

I

2 1, then main result.s of the present paper are the following

two theorems.

Theorem I. The initial boundary value problem/or the linearized equations (2.2)
with (1.2), (1.3), an.d (104) is well posed in Hl(n).
Theorem II. Let H

:t:.

0 on [0, T] x

an.

Then the above problem is not well

posed in HI (0.) for I ?: 2.
Theorem I has the following significance. First it releases us from troubles
with compatibility conditions, since one of order zero is the boundary condition itself and also it follows the well posedness in HO(n) in more precise sense
than J. Rauch's result (cf. [9]) under the condition of Theorem I. As a special
case, where "U is a static equilibrium defined over

n whose boundary is a mag-

netic surface, i.e., a surface where (v, H) = 0, contained in plasma region, these
facts above mentioned

is ~-bui

to the linearized internal (local) stability

second-order system. (See 1. B. Bernstein .et al. [1] and J. P. Freidberg [3]. For
equilibrium, see R. Temam [12], [14] and A. Friedman & Y. Liu [4]. For the
existence of solutions, see R. Temam [15], ch 11.4.)

(2 )
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~)

Theorem I, which proves the non-existence of "loss of regularity" of solutions
in Hl(n), has been found by us after the completion of the proof of Theorem II
Theorem II implies that, for any 0, with smooth boundary, the regularity loss
of solutions of the linearized problem always arises in Hl(n) (I ~ 2). The initial
data are to be taken in a wa.y such that their supports are sufficiently small and
intersect with

an.

Obviously Theorem II is also valid in the case where the

linearized equations are such that the equation

OtH

+ (u, \1)H -

(H, \1}u + H(divu) = a certain terms of lower order

guarantees that (//, H)lan(t) = 0 fort E [0, T I ] whenever (v, Ho}lan = 0 and where
the condition divH = 0 in 0, is neglected as usual.

B,J; Thto.lWn\. [

dInw-cdl,&'H.

ri

Q

~ t ~cX

0.

~ ftl>'~*"~)of -the p~(ecJ

~(/Jd!. [(.I) -v{jJf) 1/?f -tho- ~ c~~~

f1M~,

We. do ~~ f:ha;t (t~) ~i.cevt fh..'j~L.c.aL

-4--1'1.. of ~ 'u"'~ 'l/~ ;/Wb/.c.n/.r ~.vzJ",Ji~
.A<P~ 1JttP1L ~tb Ct ccJ;;ro~ whno+b ~ /fto ;ufkc1lN.JZ.,
-&-i;~",cibz,u4tlc.- ~ ClA14D~ ~ f;VJ~cvndd oJ~t,:e.
/L,o(),t A.+(-z./ ~2.1 ~a) /A>,y.1:.. ~f. ( Lt· Su;::UO'l'V if.)
2. Linearized problem
Using the unknown vector valued function U == t(q, tu , t H, s) we rewrite (1.1)
as follows.

(2.1)

0:(0, + (u, \1»q - o:(H,OtH + (u, \1)H) + divu = 0,
p(Ot + (u, \7.))u + \1q - (H, \1)H = 0,
atH -t (u, \1)H - (H, \1)u + H(divu) - (divH)u = 0,
(at + (u, \1))s = 0
in [0, T] x

(3 )
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n.

Here we puL Po = I, for simplicity and a: = pp/ p. Then we linearize (2.1) about
a solution V E CI+I([O, T] x IT) to (2.1) with (1.2)-(1.4). The resulting equations
are the following.

(2.2)

a(at + (u, \7))q - a(H,atH + (u, \7)H) + div u = 11 ,
peat + (u, \7»u+ \7q - (H, \7)H = 12 ,
atH + (u, \7)H - (H, \7)u + H(divu) = 13 ,
(at + (u, \7»8 = 14

\Ve observe that the terms of lower order Ii, i

in [0, T] x O.

= I, ... ,4, are linear combinations

of the components of V with coefficients depending smoothly on the components
of U and their derivatives of the first order with respect to x and t. In particular,
we have

13 = -(u, \7)H + (H, \7)u - H(divu)
and a = a:(q, H, '8), etc. We obtain (2.2)a by subtracting u(divH)+u(divH) from
the third equations of the linearizetion of (2.1). For simplicity of the description
In the following, assuming
we omit 8 in (2.2) without loss of generality.
that p and p are independent of s, we may set V and V to be t(q, t u , t H) and

t(q, t u, t H), respectively, which are all real vector valued functions.
Adding (2.2h x (-H) to (2.2)3, we get the following system which is a symmetization of (2.2).

a(at + (u, \7»q - a(H,otH + (u, \7)H) + divu = 11,
_
(2.3) p(Ot + (u, \7»u + \7q - (H, \7)H = 12 ,
atH + (u, \7)H - (H, \7)u - aH{(ot + (u, \7»q - (H,OtH + (u, \7)H)}
= 13 - hH
in [0, T] x O.
We write equations of our problem in the following form.
in [0, T] x 0,
(2.4)

on [0, T] x 00,
on [0, T] x 00,
in [0, T] x 0,
for x EO,

MV=O
NV=O
div H = 0
V(O, x) = Vo(x)

( if )
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where OJ

= O/O:t:j'

= 1,2,3,

j

-

-CiH?

Ao(U)

p

-CiH 1
-CiH 2
-CiHa

0
0
0

=

0 0
0 0
0 0

B(U)U = - (

AII(U)

=

a

v

j=l

0
0
0

L VjAj(U) =

1 + CiIi~.

CiH 1H.2

CiH 1H 2
CiH 1Ha

1 +CiH 2

0
0
0

CiH1H a
CiH 2 H a
-2
1 + CiH a

-2

CiH 2 Ha

:: _ ) ,
la -11H
tv

I

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0 0
0 p 0
0 0 p

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

I
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

on

an,

.M _ all elements are equal to zero except
- that the (2,2),(2,3),(2,4) entries are equal to tv,
N _ all elements are equal to zero except

- that the (5,5),(5,6),(5,7) entries are equal to tv,
and B(U) = B(U,otU,ajUj 1 ~ j ~ 3).
The resulting system (2.4h, (2.4h

i.s

a symmetric.hyperbolic system

with characteristic boundary of constant mUltiplicity in the sense of J. Rauch

t= I. The boundary
the boundary matrix All =

[9]. Note that Ao(U) is positive definite, although Ao(U)
condition (2Ah is maximal nonnegative. Actually,
2:j=1 vjAj is of a constant rank 2 on

an and Ker All C Ker M

on

an which is

maximal nonnegative subset of All' Now we give a lemma which will be useful
in the proofs of theorems.

Lelllma
(i) Let U be a solutionE C1+l([0,T] xO) 0/(1.1)-(1.4). Then the assumption
in Theorem II, i.e., H =t= 0 on [0, T] x

O} x an.

-48-

an,

implies thai H =t= 0 on {t =

(ii) Assum.e that U E C I+1 ([O, TJ xO) satisfies (1.2). (1.3) and 15 > 0 in [0, T] x

n. This im.plies thai U satisfies neither (1.1) nor (1.4). Then if(1.5) holds
for U(O), the solution U(t) of (2.4h that belongs toE C([O, T I ], H2(n))
satisfies (1.3) in [0, T l ] x

an.

(iii) Let U E C1+l([O,T] x n) satisfy (1.2)-(1.4). TAw if(1.6) holds for U(O),
tlte solution U(t) of (2.4h that belongs to C([O, Tll; H1(n)) also satisfies
(1.4), i.e., (2.4)4, in [0, Td x

L~~ ~.I,
tl

n.

t1i UA tha-t

~rb~t r/Wf~'.u

O.3)~{JS)~ ~J!.cL

b/lP1f1.

L!.t;)~L/..6}

-V!At~N~)J r.fM:d ~tJr ~ ~y.J.
(2.1) Dr

i HHD

-q wdiD'/UJ

l'2..~).

1/)]/ flu ~(Jjff)u7~ '4Jb~ M-.Ji~ -tIJAf U ~cdloj:;.
& cw~tv»tf1;/~

1 L~q

2, { (li).

8; I'vt.J;;;u,.. 1

~et 1.1 ft'i,;')j ~ ~~j-€ll 4p~7t-<' 'JY~1'L'ijf~'

(j·f) fVrt 1 (L..t) LW .1.0~~ fM~ uA~ ~ f/l~~j

~ T~~I.
3. Otd:Une ~

FtllJ'7 ~

TheP~ I

Taking account of the finiteness of the speed of propagation for the solution,
we use a suitable finite partition of unity {I/lo} of

n where EO' I/lcx

= 1 and

diffeomorphisms. Then we are reduced to the problem in the half space. We
fix p E

an arbitrarily.

We assume that

an E C I +3 •

Then there exists a C I +2 -

admissible boundary coordinat,e system (y(x)) which maps p to the origin. We
have

(3·D

JlD=(ax~),
tJPlJPl=(~0 0G 0)
ay;

on {Yl=O},

JPl = (Oi,j)

at the origin,
where the G is a certain 2 x 2 matrix

( £)
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(cf. p30I of [6]).

Let us denote the inverse map of y( x) by ..p. Then the known and unknown
functions are changed as follows: for x::: ..p(y)

u(t,y) == JPl-1u(t,x), ii(t,y)::: JPl-IH(t,:), q(t,y)::: q(t,x),
p(t,y)::: p(t,x), ~(t,y) == JPl-1u(t, x), H(t,y)::: JPl-IH(t,x),
q(t, y) ::: q(t, x), ~(t, y) = a(t, x), p(t, y) == p(t, x).
Our problem in Theorem I is reduced to find the solutions to the following localized system of equations. For Tl

_= _

3

_

«

1,

= __ =_

Ao(U)OtU + 'L,Aj(U)ojU

+ B(U)U = 0

in [0, Ttl x {YI > O},

j=1

MU == 0
NU =0
U(O) ::: </JaUO for a certain ex

The concrete form of

G.2. h

on [0, TIJ x {Yl ::: O},
on [0, Ttl x {YI ::: OJ,
in {YI > OJ,

is as follows.

~{Otq + (U, V y)q - eJPlJPlH,otii + (U, \7 y )H)} + divu::: II,
ptJPlJPl(OtU + (~, \7 y )U) + '?yq - tJPlJPl(H, \7 y)H::: 12 , •
tJPlJPl[chH + (~, \7 y)H - (H, \7 y)U
+~H {-Otq - (U, Vy)q + (tJPlJPlH,Otii

(3. J)

+ (~, \7 y)ii)}] ::: 13
in [0, TI ] x {Yl

> O},

where~, i::: 1,2,3, denote terms of lower order.

For some ro

>

0 we set B(O) ::: {y; dist(O, y) < ro and- Yl ~ O}. AS.$v.me

S'i,lff' ~ CC(i3(O),

=6

thCl+

__

Furt,henDore, let U be vector valued functions E ClO([O, Ttl x 8(0)) such that
-6

V

-+

in C 2 ([O, Ttl x B(O»

U

-6

as fJ

-+

0,

-6

MU ::: NU = 0 on [0, Td x (B(O) n{Yl ::: O}).

an E C4., we consider the approximate problem: for Tl < < 1
and for sufficiently small 0 > 0 (US" E C([o" Td; 1-\'2.((8(0))))
Assuming that

Ao(Uo)8t U6

+

t Alrt)ojfjo + B(U )fjo ::: 0
6

in [0, Ttl x {Yl

> O},

j=1

(3.1-1-)

MUo =0
NUo ::: 0
0°(0)

HQ.l1?

=P

1[ -? Wo

fd .sC\,ttJfi~

with compact support

i'Y1

Hd.«(}3(D») (f-=JO)

c.e. of-

or~

4

f.:>-:

('1)
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on [0, Td x {Yl ::: OJ,
on [0, Ttl x {YI ::: OJ,
tv'ro...,
on {Yl ~ OJ.

N Fd_ 0

6h

(J, 4-)4,. ) (J, 9.)2.'

i 'j.t =0 j M'tJ

Lelllllla ..

Dli

The solution

of the problem (3,~) satisfies the following

estimate

(3

5.1

Proof. We omit simply the indices

{j

and tilde in the proof.

(A o81 U,lhU)(t) - (A o81 U, 81 U)(t')

=

l'

t

t'

f

J.,,~

8r (Ao81 U, 81 U)(r, y)dydr,

we have from (3.\1-) that for a constant C

> 0 depending only on U,

JID and their

derivatives up to the second order

Using

(3.¥·b (3!fh, and 8.1), we see from the corresponding form to (j',3) that

81 q1Yl=O = 12I!Yl=o,
8
1 udYl=O = [-a{8 t q + u282Q + u 383Q - (tJIDJlDHh8 t.H2 - (lJIDJlDH)38tH3
(3.7)
-eJIDJlDHh(u2 82 + u 383)H2 - CJIDJlDH)3(u2 82 + u 383)H3}
-82U2 - 83U3 + ~]IYl=O
for t E [0, Td·
Note I.ha.t U E C3 and JID E C3 on a neighborhood of supp U. The first term on
the right hand side of (3.6)

f
1J8"'~

(A 1 8 1 U, 81 U)(r, O,y')dy'dr

= 21t

f

t

t'

t'

Ja.,,~

(8 1 Q,81 ul)(r,0,y')dy'dr_

H2n.Il. ~"l L3.r) .1U~~~ / w.e.

~t r,M;>~d (S-1- 0 ) we

AJU.,
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ob4. (.?;-). JhM1.- by
thJl. <u~'~

D...

1 T~/Um... T.

1

o~

1

T~~:L,
TJut., ~~ flU>~ (2, tr) "" ~a.sL /;; t:Juz..

<f.

~

r&>Uem. w.dIt iJlA/~ Co1fL'~ d
=

+ divu 0,
p8t u - (H, \1 ., ) H + \1., q = 0,
8t H - (H, \1.,)u - O:H[8t q - (H, 8 t H)]

o:(tltq - (H, 8t H))

( t.l )

;T, R-::z.t(t>,k./o)

tV1..1L

= 0 in [0,00) x {Xl> OJ.

0.

A~

o-nol

~ [O,¢))( i;ti::::tl}.J

rI.t. =0
=- H ;::0

t!J7t.

~ ~.b ~yi-{~ h:J

k

It. >0

c.,~~ta.-Wf;/'

U, ::::

t-t,

t}te orv~ ;

10.:::-01;< ~,x/.2 t>f~

-L

ELrri "'[ frJL( ;J.j' ):t. I P~ Mfr~

rap v e..

uJ.(L.

~ )

trb~ ~h.o.. loIlou.>~ :

uJ./L

~ w.df 1'1!7~ ~ Hl'Jl1) w. Y.;&. (2\ if) ~fl u.a -I;-k:dr,;"

H.e (1<.;) w,

y. ~. (f" 1) ~ I.¥ ,2)

~~

lhat

~o-r

-the-

s'oiaJ;L~ Vtt} =-"'(z,-I:v.- /H )Li;) ~ t>6r ;(:: 6-[0; CXJ)
II U L-t-J/~e

Ct,3}

h 0 LV/ ~t!ftv:J12(7:, ), ;zC"( J

'()O;

~.IlL ~

-t1) e.

it;? J{

"u,l

Cf.'/-) 1(7

2

~~

(j ~ 2)"

.

w~

7, ) ~ ('fJ/

-Me

~1-/ 'f7/

ML

~ ~J.

~~~ .eguct.tlt:J1L ~

;

lfi ~f"

-;'

/I U{~)IJH'-

3'7}je- t {Z7It<:P:')~{t,x)lfj:t--CX

i~r L~ 'V[ LV-€-

~ C,e
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Z
)(Z~(q-z...,.-t')I}1
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4 "l.{ii 'I:)2} ~J~)
CI-T
St/=O,
2.

;S

M )t:-lrc ~~I 'S~} be +),~~vt'Li¢t~
oj (J~ 'f-) ...1".."(. t. s~

/LI7pf>

.

/-I~ Li./.e ctA..1~ +h-ce;t 6f)r ({;> 0
I~ )/"' '7 0 , J:-m;1- <0 •

X (7- i Y; 5"Z; h)= A+(J- f./ ~rl-},;{;T) +;

5l-1UL

'i

il,t/1, ~z..

;,??) ~ ~J

--7
I~ A""" /0 19 /tz.t 1, )2; ~7l <0 ..
~ ~ U~~1l'v timL ~O~

/l-Dvi J,= Ai (1/ )2/

~jJ,., ~ ~~tr'l/

otftf //f1J2A..,

tJ;

q,o

~?)

follow):

~ti ==- - /tc

~,,)-.1 ), ?~<:: J t< (t ';z h)
I~ore ~ J~ '*DVe. -d. tm€. u,/l/I-Mr"'-"'-7
.to J-

('1/

~LeAe ~ d-to&lrnd

/LM(.RciLwi'cr.
5.df ~ iAaJ- /\:,;, / Oi = 3'l ~d 6) ::::: J!? / O/~
~ tM :t ?::::J 1.J 02. 1 C-I) Jt+(7:/ <JZ / r0 ) ---7 +fJO.
WVL

I'1l po<c::&

vJe

hcvv-R- -+J....a:t- 60r

a--

= LIfi, OJ )

f

L

COo)

(..\±(r(O", ')'0), O")?
(CO"2 - i')'0)4 - (a 2 + b2)10"12«C0"2 - i')'Of2 - (C0"2)2)
(a 2 + b:l)«C0"2 - i')'o):l - (C0"2)2)

-

r

= r( 0", ')'0) = C 0"2 -

.
1')'0,

2 2

Cf = ( a b

)

a2+b2

(/0 )
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~

-v

,,0

~

(C0"2)3.
z.
2(a 2 + b2)')'0

>0

.

•

= O(luD, j>.±1 = 0 (Iul)~), Im'\± = 0 (Iul)~) ,
x = r2 - b2ui = 0(luI 2 ), Y ::;:: a~!F (r2 - C2U~) = O(lu\),
2~~± = 0 (Iul-!) , rU2X = 0(11714), rU3Y = 0(l uI3 ).
r

( if. 5)
lu?W

()l J?.

,;". +h e,

~ rUf~

fO II 0

II.)

~ ~r 'rYL- J

.flu. k>lui/o -7t. { gl
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00
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00

ei >'+(.2',+Y)1jJ(y,u)dy + 10.2" ei >'+(.2"-Y)t/J(y,u)dy

e- i >'+(.2',-Y)t/J(y,U)dY)

;;1) (],OO e"
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00

.2',

+ ],., e"+("

+(., +'\,(y, oldy

bor E~ctfo)
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i

0--

bJ ~1

U44~~ (1.3) ~0£

full
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-')~(y, q )dy
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